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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
A Lights On Banquet is planned for 2024 — date to be announced. 4 
In view of the important upcoming election in 2024, we are going 5 
to host a special LIGHTS ON BANQUET — AND we'll include 6 
our popular drawing for the GOD AND GUN CLINGERS HOME 7 
DEFENSE KIT, Pat at Pat's Automotive here in Santa Maria has 8 
agreed to help with this project — the winner will receive a 9 
beautiful genuine-leather bound Bible and a GUN from Range 10 
Master in SLO — We've given away an AR, a Mossberg shotgun; I 11 
think we gave away a Winchester double action once, a few 12 
handguns too. Maybe we'll go with an AR this time! We'll see! Lou, 13 
of Have It Wired will be preparing the Santa Maria style Tri-Tip 14 
dinner with all the fixins — Lou Silva is a native Santa Marian who 15 
understands how Santa Maria trip-tip is supposed to be seasoned 16 
and prepared — along with a desert prepared by our own Emily 17 
and Ociel and Bree with 805_cookhouse, amazing bakers. Also, we 18 
will add a new sponsor: Central Coast Alternative Therapeutics & 19 
Rejuvenation, with Physician Assistant, Sarah Green, whose 20 
faithfulness to her oath, and courageous stand was blessed to save 21 
2000 lives during the COVID thing — Sarah services patients all 22 
over the Central Coast, and has offered to join our team of 23 
sponsors for the 2024 LIGHTS ON BANQUET — welcome 24 
aboard! And, of course, your beloved Brain Masseur will present a 25 
live performance of the Brain Massage® show. We have planned it 26 
for 2024.  27 
I'll give you the dates and let you know when we open registration. 28 
You will want to register early; seats are limited! 29 
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It's great to be home. We had a great time celebrating our 50th — 30 
started in Kentucky at the Ark Encounter — if you have not seen 31 
this start making plans — it's awesome! Then we went to the 32 
Grand Canyon South Ridge and enjoyed stunning views—it's really 33 
impossible to capture the majesty of this place in a photo. You've 34 
got to be there, and I recommend Yaki and Kaibab — where you 35 
can get fully immersed in the Canyon scene. I did not have time to 36 
follow Kaibab trail to the river — but I hiked down about a mile 37 
past Ooh Ahh Point and back, a total of over 5 miles, all well within 38 
two hours, never lost my legs and did not have to start short rest 39 
breaks until about half way back up the trail — I didn't know the 40 
squirrels are the most fierce creature in the canyon — no, really! So 41 
when I sat in a bit of shade I found for a breather, and a squirrel 42 
introduced himself to me, I didn't know any better than to 43 
welcome the acquaintance, and chat a bit! The little fellow walked 44 
up to me, literally sat down beside me like we were buds! We 45 
exchanged a few words, he scampered to my foot and wriggled 46 
about in the dirt there, looked up at me, and, very dutifully, looked 47 
both ways before darting off across the path and into the canyon. 48 
It's probably good that I did not have any food to share with him. It 49 
might have gotten ugly! Like those cute little children in Galaxy 50 
Quest1 — you know, the cherub like children that draw you in with 51 
a whole lot of cuteness, and then, when food appears, they become 52 
"blue demons." That's what happens to these little Bob Ross cuties 53 
on any Canyon trail. 54 
Anyway, we wrapped up our journeys in Monterey for a few days 55 
to wind down — enjoyed the aquarium, until, watching the feeding 56 
event, the hostess started pushing the hey kids, sex change is 57 
natural — let me tell you about a fish that began as female, but 58 
decided it would serve its interests better as a male — what she did 59 
not clarify is that THE FISH DID NOT NEED AN OPERATION 60 

                                     
1 938.0.2-Blue Demons _ Galaxy Quest Wiki _ Fandom https-//galaxyquest.fandom.com/wiki/Blue_Demons 
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— IT DID NOT REQUIRE ANY SURGERY — IT DID NOT 61 
HAVE TO TAKE ANY HORMON THERAPY — Oh, and this 62 
little distinction — hey kids, none of you is a hermaphrodite 63 
ROCK FISH.2 3 4 It's like that Queer tripe about male Sea Horses 64 
getting pregnant that got popular a while back — you know that 65 
male Sea Horses carry their progeny in a sack designed by the 66 
creator for this purpose.5 The female produces the egg and the 67 
male the sperm, but the female deposits here eggs into this pouch 68 
on the male rather than the male depositing his sperm into the 69 
female. Once again, NO SURGERY or HORMONE THERAPY 70 
required. 71 
And here is something else — the Rock Fish, and all the other 499 72 
species of fish that do this gender change thing, has it coded into 73 
their DNA. It does not have to alter its DNA, got that? It's in their 74 
natural DNA—the Sea Horse does not have to alter its DNA from 75 
male Sea Horse to female Sea Horse. But in humans it's different, 76 
like so many other things are different between humans and fish — 77 
in humans, male and female distinctions are coded IN THEIR 78 
RESPECTIVE DNA. No matter how many operations a guy has to 79 
make himself appear to be a girl, HIS DNA SAYS HE IS MALE. 80 
So, I guess the day some guy naturally transforms into a female—81 
right—he goes to bed a male, and when he wakes up, and heads to 82 
the restroom, it's all like, what happened? Or the day some guy 83 
discovers a pouch on his tummy, and says, what's this, and a 84 
woman discovers a way to deposit her eggs into that pouch—well, 85 
you get the idea—you understand what I'm telling you? Friend, if 86 
you check the DNA of that dude, it will be seen IT'S NOT 87 

                                     
2 938.25.1-EarthSky _ How can some fish change from female to male_ https-//earthsky.org/earth/how-can-some-fish-change-from-
female-to-male/ 
3 938.25.2-10 Fish That Can Change Their Sex [Surprising Facts] - Pond Informer https-//pondinformer.com/fish-that-can-change-
sex/ 
4 938.25.3-20+ Fish That Change Gender [Amazing Facts] - Ocean Fauna https-//oceanfauna.com/fish-that-change-gender/ 
5 938.25.4-Seahorse Fathers Take Reins in Childbirth https-//www.nationalgeographic.com/pages/article/seahorse-fathers-take-reins-
in-childbirth 
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HUMAN. Human DNA does not have this feature. It'll be 88 
something created in a Wuhan Lab — or something! It'll be some 89 
synthetic robot-human tranny thing! Like Biden's doppelganger! 90 
Do they glue his ear lobes down for Biden 2 and then unglue them 91 
for Biden 1? How do they do that? They trot out Biden one to make 92 
Naziesque speeches about the danger of normal God-fearing 93 
Patriotic Americans — fierce, formidable, menacing — then they 94 
roll out the clown, the buffoon, the clumsy, empty eyed, pathetic 95 
Biden 2 that no one pays any attention to, that everyone ignores, 96 
dismisses as irrelevant—so he gets away with revealing stuff like, 97 
well, you remember when he told us the Demoncrats had put 98 
together the most sophisticated election fraud machine ever 99 
contrived by man!  100 
Anyway, a rockfish changing gender or a male Sea Horse carrying 101 
progeny to term are not the only things different about rockfish 102 
and Sea Horses from humans. A human male can no more become 103 
a human female than a man can become a FISH! 104 
But this sort of common sense based on real science does not come 105 
up in a conversation with idiots! So, in the Spirit of Proverbs 14:7, 106 
which says "Go from the presence of a foolish man, when thou 107 
perceivest not in him the lips of knowledge" we left the aquarium. 108 
Okay, so, what's on the agenda for today? 109 
Biden's troubles just keep getting worse! The more "they" try to 110 
burry Trump, the deeper they dig Biden's political grave. So, the 111 
latest revelations exposing the Biden crime family! 112 
And then, let's take a look how the world has successfully warped 113 
Christian culture — yeah! The culture of many churches today is 114 
literally defined by the world and not by the WORD. And, by the 115 
way, there is serious danger this is showing up not only in the 116 
outrageous examples of those "churches" that are inviting Drag 117 
Queens to perform for their worship services and putting these 118 
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perverts in front of their Sunday School classes — this is a 119 
phenomenon that's showing up in some Evangelical Churches that 120 
would consider themselves "conservative." 121 
Okay, my friend — it's time for your Brain Massage.® 122 
[TRUTH] 123 
Hmmm. I got carried away with my trip report, I used too much of 124 
my first segment time — so, let's go ahead with the break now, and 125 
save what time is left here for the second segment. 126 
Hold on! I'll be right back! 127 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 128 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 129 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 130 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 131 
liberty. 132 
It comes out that Biden actually arranged to have Hunter put on its 133 
board. A trusted FBI asset for 30 years informs us that Joe and 134 
Hunter "coerced" Burisma founder, Mykola Zlochevsky, to pay 135 
them 10 million dollars in bribes for services rendered.6 Apparently, 136 
the services rendered involved arranging to have Ukraine Chief 137 
Prosecutor Viktor Shokin fired and a prosecutor friendly to 138 
Burrisma put in office to take his place. Yeah, this is that deal Biden 139 
openly brags about. You know Shokin was investigating Burisma, 140 
and you remember that is the company Joe's favorite son, Hunter, 141 
was hired at a cost of, what was that, over 80k a month?  142 
So now we find out that the foreign agent who set this up with 143 
Biden was, and perhaps still is, an agent of the Russian intelligence 144 
service (SVR), and it turns out that he recorded his conversations 145 
with Hunter and with Joe.  146 

                                     
6 938.11.1-FBI Source_ Bidens 'Coerced' Burisma To Pay $10 Million In Bribes https-//thefederalist.com/2023/06/15/the-bidens-
coerced-burisma-to-pay-10-million-in-bribes-says-credible-fbi-source/ 
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Senator Chuck Grassley offered some insight into this mess.7 He 147 
was told about the existence of an FBI human source document 148 
filed as FD 1023 — this is a form used by the FBI to document 149 
testimony from a confidential human source (CHS). This 150 
confidential human source revealed the Biden bribery game—a 151 
scheme to provide political influence to assist Burisma in a 152 
problem they were having with an aggressive Ukrainian 153 
Prosecutor, named Viktor Shokin. 154 
Director "lost-his" Wray was asked to release the document and 155 
balked, and essentially refused. Grassley and Comer were about to 156 
censure Wray for contempt of Congress, when Wray decided to let 157 
Congress see the record, but would not release it to their custody. 158 
The FD 1023 Wray showed to Congress was heavily redacted. 159 
Now, this was an unclassified document to begin with—and it was 160 
being revealed in private session to members of Congress in a 161 
classified facility—why would this document need to be redacted? 162 
The answer is obvious! They are doing everything they can to slow 163 
walk this, to resist every step of this investigation, and yield only 164 
what they absolutely have to — the only way this will get done is to 165 
start axing these bureaucrats, like Wray, who think they are above 166 
Congress and above the Law. (I am aware, by the way, of the theory 167 
that Wray is an undercover Trump operative and these antics are 168 
intended to protect his cover! Just so you know!) 169 
It's beyond suspicious that on the same day this document was 170 
reluctantly revealed but not surrendered to the Congress, the 171 
Department of inJustice announced that President Trump had 172 
been indicted and charged with 37 crimes relating to his alleged 173 
mishandling of classified documents. 174 
As long as Garland runs the DOJ, it will be the Department of 175 
Injustice! The alleged "crimes" Garland alleges against Trump, are 176 

                                     
7 938.11.2-Grassley_ FBI Redacted References to Recordings in Biden Allegation Shared with Congress https-
//www.grassley.senate.gov/news/remarks/grassley-fbi-redacted-references-to-recordings-in-biden-allegation-shared-with-congress 
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the same things Hillary and Biden actually did commit. And, 177 
Grassley complains, still, Congress is obstructed from getting to the 178 
bottom of all this because the Biden Guard — the Deep State 179 
apparatchiks — the Communists loyal to CCP and the Globalists 180 
associated with the World Economic Forum — the people within 181 
our government committing treason, and weaponizing our 182 
institutions against the interests of the PEOPLE in service to 183 
foreign interests, are the people Kash Patel is exposing in his 184 
upcoming book: Government Gangsters. They tried to censor it, 185 
but failed, and it's coming out! He NAMES names! He exposes who 186 
are the rotten gangsters in our government, and exposes what 187 
they've done, and explains what must be done to bring them to 188 
justice: go to governmentgangsters.com. Some of these 189 
Government Gangsters are holding Patel's manuscript and while 190 
they are required to release it, they are slow walking this. Go to 191 
governmentgangsters.com and push these crooks to release the 192 
manuscript by buying an advance copy. 193 
The foreign national involved in this Biden bribe scheme, an act of 194 
TREASON, by the way, NONE DARE CALL IT ANYTHING ELSE 195 
who wants to be HONEST — was none other than Burisma's 196 
founder, Mykola Zlochevsky. And the whistleblower that exposed 197 
all this was none other than his wife—who was lately found dead! 198 
Yep — I think it was Appollo who suggested we start a suspicious 199 
suicide list for Biden like we had for Clinton a while back — 200 
remember that? All these enemies of Clinton found "suddenly and 201 
suspiciously dead."8 The evidence includes 17 audio recordings, 15 202 
between Zlochevsky and Hunter, and two with Biden. 203 

                                     
8 938.0.3-List of 71 Clinton Associates Who Died Mysteriously or Co... _ Minds.pdf https-
//www.minds.com/newsfeed/1115257739767975936 
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The information is trickling out, and as this continues the flow will 204 
increase — the latest tidbit is that it turns out the Biden's coerced 205 
Zlochevsky to pay the bribes.9 206 
According to this confidential human source, Zlochevsky was 207 
terrified Trump would instigate investigations into the Biden bribe 208 
scheme, which was done during Obama's watch, by the way, 209 
between 2015-2016.  210 
US DOJ had copies of these recordings back in 2017 from a source 211 
they considered "highly credible." And it turns out that Trump 212 
knew about this, and knew that Biden had taken the bribes and was 213 
on the take from Ukraine. 214 
And here is what is really weird — you’ve heard of the Q drops, 215 
often mistakenly referred to as QAnon. That's a misnomer — they 216 
are Q drops, the Anon thing refers to those who were allowed to 217 
post on the Q drops who were kept anonymous. Well this news 218 
about Biden's Ukrainian bribe scheme brings Q back into the 219 
conversation. 220 
I looked into the Q thing deeply back in early 2021. I have a copy of 221 
the complete Q drops—in fact, I did a show titled QAnon 222 
Phenomenon. Go to brainmassage.net, click on Archives, and 223 
search QAnon. You'll find it. Let’s take a look at Q Drop number 224 
4822. 225 
Here it is, Q drop 4822 — from my own copy of the Q drops — 226 
dated October 7, 2020 — that’s before Jan. 2021 — right as the 227 
campaign was reaching it's end game — and here is what you find: 228 
“What happens if Biden became POTUS knowing he [through 229 
Hunter +1] took massive amounts of bribes to change [LOOK 230 
THE OTHER WAY] US policy towards Ukraine [IN FAVOR OF 231 
UKRAINE]? Would Ukraine own and control the White House?” 232 

                                     
9 https://thefederalist.com/2023/06/15/the-bidens-coerced-burisma-to-pay-10-million-in-bribes-says-credible-fbi-source/ 
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What are we watching right now? Ukraine's president, Volodymyr 233 
Zelenskyy, “owns” Biden. And, apparently, Biden is becoming 234 
increasingly embarrassing, and an increasingly unnecessary 235 
burden. Apparently, it has been decided to begin outing him. But 236 
anyway … 237 
This Q drop demonstrates stunning prescience — and it baffles any 238 
notion that this is not informed by some pretty serious intel! 239 
Consider what is coming out — a trusted 30 years in service 240 
informant comes across with these revelations re 17 audio 241 
recordings made by the foreign agent who was working a BRIBE 242 
scheme with Biden and Hunter — in which we are told the 243 
Burisma CEO paid out a total of 10 million dollars to secure the US 244 
VP’s assistance in getting a Ukrainian Prosecutor to back off 245 
investigating Burisma — and the plan included getting Hunter on 246 
the board, and Joe using the influence of his office to pressure then 247 
Ukrainian president Poroshenko to fire Shokin. 248 
Poroshenko attempted to get Shokin to back off the investigation, 249 
but that did not work. So Joe threw down an ultimatum, fire the 250 
guy or forfeit a Billion dollar influx of US dollars into Ukraine, and 251 
bragged about it.10 See it here!  252 
Now, all this happened while Biden was Vice President, the 253 
bragging about it came later, but it happened during Obama's 254 
watch and he knew about it—it remains to be seen if he profited 255 
from it—but you are just now beginning to hear about all this, well, 256 
many of you anyway—and yet Q drop no. 4822 dated October 257 
2020 anticipated it! Even anticipated how Ukraine owns the White 258 
House right now. 259 

                                     
10 Hear Biden brag about this on a CFR (Council on Foreign Relations) panel on January 23, 2018: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG0nAT9xOHk 
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Those familiar with Trump’s patterns of speech, how he phrases 260 
thoughts, and expresses himself, will notice that the actual Q drops, 261 
at the most prescient drops, sound a whole lot like Trump. 262 
Listen to this: “What happens if Biden became POTUS knowing he 263 
[through Hunter +1] took massive amounts of bribes to change 264 
[LOOK THE OTHER WAY] US policy towards Ukraine [IN 265 
FAVOR OF UKRAINE]? Would Ukraine own and control the 266 
White House?” 267 
And now look at what is being played out right in front of your 268 
eyes. 269 
This is the reason for the timing of this indictment and 270 
arraignment — and it’s the reason for it too!  271 
But here is the real concern. And I'm coming up on my time limit, 272 
so I'll have to wrap it up here. 273 
Biden and the Deep State need WWIII to divert attention from the 274 
treason of the Bidens, Hillary, Obama, and a great many more — 275 
who know they are about to get swept into the dust pan and 276 
dropped into the trash — so they are desperate. They need a war to 277 
galvanize Americans around a side issue so they can hide their 278 
crimes in the smoke of a World War. 279 
These crooks are aligned with those whose agenda has been 280 
promoted in the smoke of war for many decades—even centuries 281 
for some family dynasties. The Globalists have used WAR 282 
repeatedly to push the world toward a one-world government, a 283 
so-called, New World Order. 284 
They want a federated union of western powers controlled by one 285 
head that will dominate the geopolitical world—anticipating the 286 
rise of the ANTICHRIST. 287 
It’s all about their hatred for GOD and for His Son, Jesus the 288 
CHRIST, and Christ’s disciples —  289 
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Satan accomplishes his purposes by stealing, killing, and 290 
destruction — the three key elements of WAR! Those under his 291 
influence DELIGHT IN WAR. 292 
Those who are under the influence of the SPIRIT of JESUS 293 
CHRIST delight in PEACE. 294 
In Psalm 68, David, who was a man of war, cried to GOD “scatter 295 
the wicked that delight in war.” He was a man of war, he shed a lot 296 
of blood, but he never delighted in war. He said, "I am for peace: 297 
but when I speak, they are for war" (Psalm 120:7). 298 
Jesus warned us there would be wars and rumors of them. But this 299 
is a prophecy, not a declaration of heaven's policy. Heaven's policy 300 
for the earth was declared at Jesus' birth: "On earth peace, good will 301 
toward men" (Luke 2:14). But since the beginning of sin, violence 302 
and war has agitated the hearts of the wicked. It is way of satanists 303 
— to advance their cause through war. 304 
Pray with me that the wicked holding this country hostage to the 305 
prince of the power of the air will be scattered before we are 306 
dragged by them into the destruction, heart ache, and misery of 307 
war! 308 
Pray that the “sword” God commissioned to execute wrath on evil 309 
doers (Romans 13:1-6) will be delivered out of the hands of these 310 
wicked men in America, these Government Gangsters, who 311 
“delight in war.” 312 
Pray it is returned to the hands of the righteous, and that they will 313 
be bold to turn that sword against the wicked for judgment to 314 
restore justice in the land, and in the earth. 315 
I believe God will intervene but I don't know how far the wicked 316 
will push this before that happens. 317 
SO BE PREPARED: Please listen! Be prepared. 318 
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Patriot Supply is a great resource for provisions needed. Go to 319 
mypatriotsupply.com 320 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 321 
know if you see them.  322 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 323 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 324 
email. 325 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 326 
805.314.2114. 327 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll be in my pulpit tomorrow 328 
for Father's DAY — we are serving breakfast for the Dad's — come 329 
see you in Church. 330 


